The theoretical development of a procedure to detect bias in genetic predictions is presented. The procedure is based on the expectation of three statistics. These statistics detect bias by identifying systematic, unexpected change in subsequent analyses. Expectations of the following statistics were obtained: linear correlation coefficient between subsequent predictions, linear regression of recent (more accurate) on previous (less accurate) genetic prediction, and variance of the genetic prediction difference (recent minus previous genetic prediction). Deviations from these expectations can be used to indicate bias. The covariance between subsequent BLUP of genetic value is shown to equal the variance of the early estimate, implying that the expected value of the regression of recent on previous genetic prediction equals 1 regardless of the distribution of the observations and predictions. Also, the expected value of the linear correlation coefficient between subsequent genetic predictions equals the square root of the ratio of the means of the square of accuracy values. The expected value of the variance of the genetic prediction difference was shown to be equal to the difference between prediction error variances.
Introduction
The likelihood of the magnitude of the average change in genetic predictions is quantified by the standard error of prediction, also called "possible change". These values are obtained from the diagonal elements of the appropriate block of the inverse coefficient matrix ( Van Vleck, 1988) . However, possible change values do not account for bias and assume completely randomized resampling of individuals. Potential sources of bias include inappropriate variance components, unaccounted-for effects, or systematic errors.
The objective of this note is to present the theoretical expectations of three statistics that can be used to test for the existence of bias in a prediction procedure. The statistics developed are linear regression of recent prediction (more accurate) on previous (less accurate), linear correlation coefficient between subsequent predictions, and variance of the genetic prediction differences (recent minus previous prediction).
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Expectations
In any prediction analysis it follows that
[ll where u = true value (breeding or additive genetic value, BV, in our case), ii = predicted value (expected breeding value, EBV, in our case), and E = prediction error. The statistics detect bias by comparing subsequent evaluations denoted by the j, j' subscript notation.
Notice that e is the average prediction error variance and it will be obtained from the trace of the inverse of the appropriate block of the coefficient matrix divided by the number of levels of the random effect. Also, from a BLUP we have orthogonality (i.e., independence) between predictions and errors (Graybill, 19 76) ; therefore: 121 = 0 and oU,+ = 2.
Thus, relationships between variance of prediction and variance of values are For further algebraic developments, a list of symbols and abbreviations is shown in Table 1 . Prediction of ui in the analysis j(j'), where j < j'
Vector of predictions from analysis j (j').
Returns the variance structure of X for the distrifor animal i.
bution of all X's. When X is 1 x 1 the result is 1 x 1. When X is n x 1 the result is n x n.
Difference between two subsequent predictions of ui for animal i (i.e., 6i = Qij, -Qij). Vector of differences between two subsequent prediction analyses L e . , 6 = Q., J -0. J).
Linear regression coefficient of the prediction of animal i in the j' analysis on the prediction of the same animal i in the j analysis.
tions in the j' analysis on the vector of predictions in the j analysis. Linear correlation coefficient between the prediction of the animal i in the j analysis and the prediction of the same animal i in the j' analysis. Linear correlation coefficient between the vector of predictions in the j analysis and the vector of predictions in the j' analysis. Accuracy of prediction: the correlation between a true value and its prediction. Prediction error variance for Qij. Equation [51 can be proved by noticing that errors are uncorrelated with new information. In this framework, if we let 6i = eij -eij' (which, by using Equation [l] , also equals the difference between the recent and previous predictions, i.e., 6i = iiiy -a,.) 1J > then which completes the proof. Also, as noticed by R. L. Quaas (personal communication, 19921, in Equation [4], u could just as well be a random vector and does not depend on normality. But with normality, the vector of BLUP has a bivariate normal (BVN) distribution as follows:
Regression o f recent on early estimates i q j )
where n = total number of individuals in the analysis.
Also, notice that Equation [91
Correlation between subsequent estimates
The statistic p is superior for detecting bias but requires 2, which is generally not known in large analyses. Therefore, R is more useful.
Variance o f the Genetic Prediction
Difference Pi(i2y -fi,)z/ Obtaining a measure of the amount of variance due to the bias will allow simple tests of significance for the detection of bias. Testing for significant levels of bias using just %-or p is not feasible because of the difficulty obtaining their error variance. It is important to understand that the reverse regression does not equal 1. The regression of early on recent prediction is a function of accuracy of the two predictions. Therefore, it is not superior to p as a statistic for detecting bias.
Implications
Changes in genetic predictions with changes in accuracy values over time can be easily investigated by using the variance of the difference between subsequent evaluations as well as by using the correlation among them and the regression of late on early predictions. Any observed deviations from expectations indicate bias exists. Also, categorizing estimates by accuracy values would be useful to enhance the utility of these parameters because accuracy values are usually more available. National cattle evaluation occurs annually or semiannually. These statistics can be performed on subsequent evaluations and the results can be used to correct for sources of bias.
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